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By Jon Swartz
The policy that could reverse SJSU’s
habitual declining enrollment -conditional admissionsmay be stymied by another administrative policy called Executive Order 336.
order, is issued from the office of the
dropThat
California State University executive vice
president, Harry Harmon, according to Jerry
Houseman, director of admissions and records.
In the memo, sent to every CSU campus,
Harmon states"this executive order establishes
policy for the granting of conditional admission
registration to late applicants, graduate and
undergraduate, and is an outgrowth of (ant
experiment."
The memo, dated September 17, 1980, set the
following provisions:
"One, This policy is permissive. Campuses
are not required to grant conditional admission
and registration. Those wishing to do so shall
submit proposed plans and procedures for approval
19
by the chancellor." (effective winter

Enrollment
may be alleviated
by executive order

"Two,
conditional
admission
and
registration mayitot be granted unless the ap-

p icant wi ultimate y qua i y or regu ar a
mission."
Of the three remaining policies, however,
number three throws a cog into the possibility of
conditional admissions procedure at SJSU, a
process that would put a more stringent deadline
on applications for high school seniors.
Number three reads that "the admission
decision on conditional admittees must be made
by census date. Applicants not qualifying for
unconditional admission by census date shall be
immediately disenrolled."
Houseman points ut it is that policy which
prompted SJSU officials not to start conditional
admissions.
"If we let students in on a conditional admissions basis, you run the risk of accepting
students whom you might end up disenrolling.
"Because we would have to disenroll applicants if they didn’t meet grade point average
or scholastic test requirements, we decided not
to impose the order."
That decision was agreed on by a number of
SJSU deans last November.
"We thought
that it would be in the best
_

in erest o t e university that we not adopt the
conditional admissions policy this semester,"
Houseman said.
Enrollment at SJSU for the first time
freshman has dropped from 4,099 students in fall
1977 to 2,143 this semester, a loss of 1,956
students,
Overall enrollment has plummeted at SJSU.
too, from 28,308 students in fall 1977 to 23,693
students this semester, a drop of 4,645.
While SJSU has conditional admissions now,
other CSU campuses have imposed the
procedure and do not have enrollment declines.
Sacramento, Fullenon, Fresno, Hayward
and Norhtridge State, have had conditional
admissions or a variation of it since winter 1981.
Fullerton State enrollment increased from
21,958 students in 1981 to 22,339 this year, an
increase of 381 students.
Fresno State increased in enrollment, from
15,930 to 16,025.
And Hayward State enrollment grew from
10,149 to 10,653 students in that time period.
SJSU enrollment, in that one year, however.
dropped from 24,320 to 23,693 students,
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Would you like to fly my lunch bag? Rec Center forum
draws few people,
CI.
many suggestions
Eight students attend four hearings

by Gary Buck

Jean Crucas, a cybernetics major, takes advantage of a windy
day to try out her new invention --a kite she Made from her

lunch bag. the balcony of the Business classrooms provided a
suitable launch site.

Greensheet dispute spurs resignation

1
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By Lenny Bonsall
Unlike the school year, controversy at SJSU is not yet coming to
an end.
Citing an "insensitivity to
student needs," Jim Rowen, former
Cal State affairs director, resigned
from the Committee on Academic
Freedom after the committee made
a resolution which Rowen claims
does not reflect the consensus of the
board.
In a letter dated May 12, Rowen
announced his resignation and
expressed his anger with Charles
Larsen, mathematics professor and
chairman of the Academic Freedom
committee. Rowen blamed Larsen
for altering the committee’s opinion
on the madatory status of greensheets during a meeting which
Rowen was unable to attend.
"This is to notify you that I am
resigning...over the (committee’s)
latent attempt to bury forever the
sacred right students have to expect
from greensheets," the notice reads.
At the heart of the controversy is
the subject of syllabi, more commonly known as greensheets, and
their power over class procedure.
On April 21, according to Rowen,
the Academic Freedom Committee
met and discussed greensheets as
they pertained to student and
academic freedom.
"The concensus of the committee was that we would ask that
requirements for changing a
mandatory greensheet midway
through a semester be liberalized
provided that students be informed
well in advance of the changes,"
Rowen said.
Then, according to Rowen,
Larsen called a meeting for May 10 -a meeting which Bowen and two
other members of the seven -man
committee did not attend. At that
meeting, Rowen claims, Larsen
changed the intention of the initial
agreement.
"He said that a mandatory
greensheet policy is detrimental to
academic freedom and that it
shouldn’t be mandatory," Rowen
said. The decision, Rowen claims, is
contrary to the previous agreement
by the committee.
Larsen made the decision known
in a resolution passed to the
Academic Senate for review.
In the resolution, which was
approved by three of the four
committee members present at the
last meeting, explanations are listed
for making the "changes" Rowen
cited.

The resolution says that current
policy should be changed to "make it
recommendatory
greensheets
rather than mandatory." Reasons
include the tendency of greensheets
to ’’limit the freedom of each faculty
member who might prefer to let a
class evolve" into something different, the "tendency to regard
greensheet statements as firm
promises," and a potential of syllabi
to "infringe upon academic
freedom."
Rowen blames the content of the
resolution on Larsen himself.
"He tried to pull this fast one
and make a 180-degree turn from the
previous decision," Rowen said.
"He has no right to do that it just
shows an insensitivity to student

concern. ’
In a letter to the Daily, Larson
defended the action taken by the
committee.
"The committee’s report stands
on its own merits," the letter reads.
"A quorum (4 of 7 members) was
present at the meeting at which it
was approved.
"Mr. Rowen was absent, as
were two other members of the
committee."
Rowen retorted, "If I would
have known he was going to do this I
would have been there. What he did
was underhanded and dirty. The
man’s an insensitive dinosaur."
Rowen said that at the April 21
meeting, even though no vote was
taken, the entire committee had

decided to accept the decision that
greensheets should be mandatory
for both professors and students.
"Originally, Larsen asked if
anyone had any problems with the
issue, and everyone said no," he
said. "Really, the man is playing
with dynamite and giggling. He has
no idea now dangerous it is."
Larsen could not be reached for
additional comment.
Rowen brought the matter to the
attention of the A.S. Board of
Directors during last Wednesday’s
meetine.
Rowen then asked the board to
make a resolution on the issue. The
board voted unanimously to reaffirm its "commitment to a mandatory syllabus policy."

Sorority members raise $ 1,515 in pledges

By Holly Fletcher
Although the proposed Recreation and Events Center will cost students
millions of dollars over the next 25 years, few students have taken the time to
see that their money will be well spent.
Only eight students took advantage of the four open hearings scheduled
at various times over the last two weeks.
The hearings were scheduled by the Student Union board of directors to
fulfill a campaign promise that students would have input into the types of
facilities they wanted in the center.
"It’s too bad that more people didn’t utilize it," said Tony Robinson, A.S.
President. "Believe it or not, the suggestions are being looked at. They are
not falling on deaf ears."
However, Ron Barrett, S.U. director, was not too disappointed by the
poor student showing.
"Even though there weren’t many people who showed up, the interest of
those who came was really appreciated," he said. "A lot of good suggestions
came out.
"People who have a concern and something to say showed up. Believe it
or not I have pages of suggestions."
Barrett said he will condense the suggestions and present them to the
S.U. board on Tuesday. He said the board members will have to determine
which services would be essential and which would be desired. Some would
be dependent on cost and space availability, he added.
At Thursday’s meeting, Melba Lyons, the director of the Frances
Gulland child care center, presented Barrett with a proposal to include a day
care center in the Rec Center. The proposal asked for 7,000 square feet.
Lyons told Barrett the day care center will be evicted from its present
location by next year.
She said if the day care center cannot find a new location most of the 60
students currently using the center would have to drop out.
"If there’s room available, it should be a priority to be looked into," said
Helen Ryan, a journalism junior, who said without the day care center she
may have to drop out of school.
The possibility of the day care center being available to students using
the Rec Center was also explored.
"It’s a nice plus for students to go someplace for recreation and have
child care there," said Melanie VanDusen, an undeclared junior.
Barrett explained the highest priority for the Rec Center will be student
recreational use, but didn’t rule out the possibility of a day care center.
"It’s not my place to say yes or no to anything," he told Lyons. "We’re
just trying to get as many ideas as we can."
"Whether it’s included or not is up to the union board," he said. "But it
wasn’t a concept we’d planned for."
The Rec Center will be located on San Carlos between Seventh Street
and the Health Building and it will be funded through student fee increases.
continued on page 5

Delta Zeta holds rock-a-thon for deaf college
By Dawn Furukawa
If students at Gaullaudet
College could hear the enthusiasm
the Delta Zeta sorority has for its
national philanthropy..
But they can’t.

would have fun.
"We had a barbecue with hot
dogs and stuff," she said.
Members read,slept or talked
but kept their chairs rockinv. the
whole time, a rule of the rock-a-thon.

Members kept their chairs rocking
ten hours on the sorority front lawn
Gaullaudet, in Washington D.C.,
is the world’s only four-year liberal
arts college for the deaf. Application
to the college is open to students who
have a hearing loss great enough to
cause difficulty if they attend a
regular college.
Approximately 50 members of
Delta Zeta rocked for 10 hours
Saturday in the sorority’s third
annual rock-a-thon, raising 81,515 in
pledges for Gaullaudet College and
the Peninsula School for the Deaf.
Gaullaudet College helps deaf
and hearing-impaired students cope
better in the world, said Suzanne
Jewhurst, Delta Zeta’s president.
Edward Merrill, president of
Gaullaudet, said the college’s aim is
to give deaf studeas the most
"normal" college experience
possible.
Helena Tend, Philanthropy
chairwoman, said she tried to make
the event like a party so everyone

The pledges took over the active’s chairs for five minutes every
hour for breaks, according to
Jewhurst.
Delta Zeta members seemed to
enjoy the activity.
"I think it’s great," said Sherry
Vieira." It’s for a really good cause
and is supporting our philanthropy.
"It helps out a lot of people and
brings a lot of unity between the
sorority mem hers."
vice
Brodsky,
Barbara
president in charge of pledge
training, said, "It’s a lot of fun
spending the day with everyone
since we don’t all live together. It’s
also a good way for the pledges to
get to know more about the
sorority."
Pledge Cindy Morris said she
was there because she wanted to
"support my sorority and to raise
money becaue I’m not here that
often."

yews

Sisters of Delta Zeta Sorority "chair" a
Saturday afternoon of sunshine as they rock for
senior citizens in the group’s third annual Rock

a-thon. The swaying raised $ 1.51 5 for
Gaullaudet College. in Washington. D.0 and
the Peninsula school for the Deaf
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Editorial

Free our Press
This is the twentieth century and this is a democracy, but you would
never be able to tell it judging from the medieval mentality of a campus
tyranny known as the Instructionally Related Activities committee.
The group’s decision last week to exclude all campus media from its
final meeting tomorrow was like something out of the dark ages.
By banning the Spartan Daily and KSJS from the most crucial
meeting of the IRA process, the comittee is, in effect, constructing a moat
and pulling up the drawbridge.
SJSU’s students are being treated like senseless serfs who pay their
money to a regal oligarchy which proceeds to allocate the funds in
whatever fashion it desires.
The IRA committee graciously allowed the Daily to send a reporter to
its first four meetings, but those were just preliminary hearings to the
grand finale tomorrow when the seven-member panel will decide how it
would like the $278,714 IRA fund to be disbursed.
Technically, its decisions are only recommendations to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton, but she has always abided by the group’s advice
in the past and had indicated she intends to do so again this year.
So, tomorrow’s recommendations will be the primary factor in
determining how the IRA money will be spent.
Although SJSU’s students pay for all but 837,000 of the massive IRA
fund through a $5 per semester fee, they will never know why their money
is being given to certain groups and why it isn’t being given to others. The
IRA committees accomplished that by locking out the campus media
from tomorrow’s proceedings.
The group justified its move by citing that the Daily is one of the
groups requesting IRA money and that it would be unfair if a representative from the paper was allowed to sit in on the pivotal decision-making
meeting.
But that is very shallow reasoning. A Daily reporter would not be
representing the paper if he was covering the final IRA meeting; he
would be representing the interests of nearly 24,000 other students.
The Daily has an $8,000 request at stake tomorrow. SJSU’s students
have some $241,000 invested in tomorrow’s meeting. Any vested interest
the Daily may have in the IRA process is superceded by the vastly
greater interests of the school’s student body.
Perhaps because it has something to hide, the IRA committee sorely
wants to keep tomorrow’s meeting closed to the public.
Not only is it resorting to the embarrrassingly lame "conflict of interest" excuse to lock the Daily out, but the group is even taking a chance
of breaking the law by shutting the doers in tomorrow’s meeting.
Academic vice president Hobert Burns, a member of the IRA committee, insists the group can legally close down the meeting, but the
Brown Act seems to indicate otherwise.
This California law stipulates that the meetings of all state agencies
must be kept open to the public unless personnel matters are being
discussed.
As explicitly defined in the Brown Act, there is absolutely no question
that the IRA committee is a state agency and, by Burn’s own admission,
no personnel matters will be discussed tomorrow.
So, it appears the IRA committee will be violating a state law if it
keeps tomorrow’s meeting closed.
But the committee shouldn’t have to be bound by law to open
tomorrow’s meeting.
Like all other schools, SJSU is supposed to cultivate knowledge. It
seems a shame that any part of this university should purposefully
perpetuate ignorance.

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office I JC 208)
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, do the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., CA 95192.
All letters must include the

writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints of interest to the
campus community.
Editorials reflect the position
of the Daily. Opinions express the
views of the writer or organization
and will appear with a byline attributing the article accordingly.
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No place for ’Noah’s Ark’ plan today
Once upon a time, according to the long-dead authors of the world’s
perpetual best-seller, God looked down on the earth and decided he didn’t
like what he saw.
He decided an old man with along beard named Noah and his family
were the only inhabitants worthy of survival.
So Noah and his family, and pairs of the world’s animals, packed
themselves in and waited out a storm that killed everybody and
everything else in the world.
Well, it seems that one retired Army major has decided he has all the
necessary qualifications to decide who is worthy to survive if Los Angeles
IS tar ,eted for a nuclear war.

By Holly Fletcher
Staff Writer

According to Robert Kingsbury, head of the Los Angeles County
Department of Military and Veterans Affairs, since all 7 million of the
city’s inhabitants couldn’t possibly be evacuated, he has come up with the
"Noah’s Ark" plan.
He has decided that in event of a nuclear attack, "high-priority"
citizens would be evacuated first, thus insuring a population suitable for
rebuilding society.
His plan would allow the young, the physically fit, skilled specialists
in all sciences, trades and occupations to be evacuated first.
"Low-priority" citizens such as the elderly, infirm, unskilled, the
unessential and those who would place a burden on the survivors would be
left behind. Left behind to be incinerated.
This plan is totally unethical, immoral and actually sickening.
Firstly, the more people we try to "prepare" for a nuclear war, the
more likely it is that one will happen. Rather than concentrating on
preventing such a catastrophe people are investigating how to survive it
and rebuild society.
This type of thinking only gives nuclear war a kind of acceptance and
makes it seem inevitable.
Instead, time and energy should be spent on relieving the threat,
disarming, and developing technology that would counter the terrible
effects of radiation on the human body.

Not investigating the implementation of a "citizen priority" plan that
reeks of Nazi "solutions."
Granted, nazism is a code word, a word that people react to with
great emotion.
Look at the plan carefully, however, leaving the infirm, elderly and
unskilled to die and leaving the judgment of who fits into those categories
to human beings is quite definitely a Nazi concept.
Who is elderly? Are you elderly at 45? 55? 85? Who is infirm?
Someone who is blind, deaf, allergic to pollen, near-sighted? Who is unskilled? A waitress? A mother? A gardener?
And who will make that choice? Who is so qualified they could chose
who will live and who will die?
Picture the "Noah’s Ark" plan in action. In one family, the father
kisses everyone goodbye and is evacuated, leaving, his family to die.
In another house, the daughter leaves her parents, in another house,
a mother leaves her children.
Kingsbury said the "overriding concern must be to continue life and
national survival following a nuclear strike." Really? Is that really that
important?
What he is really saying is that it’s important that we have smart,
young, able, strong people to rebuild the nation so we can get back at
those people who dropped the bomb in the first place.

Who is so qualified they could
choose who lives and who dies?
He said survivors must rebuild a new society. What kind of society
would it be in the burned out wastes of what used to be this country?
What kind of people would want to live with the pestilence and
destruction a nuclear war would bring?
More details would have to be worked out with this plan. Would the
rich be automatically "high priority?" Where would women and
minorities fit into this scheme? And most of all, does the 58-year-old
Kingsbury consider himself totally irreplaceable in the event of a nuclear
war?
The idea of pairing people off and sending them to a shelter to wait
out the destruction of the world is unthinkable. If anyone does survive a
nuclear war, they will just have to rise to the occasion of rebuilding
society. In the meantime, the elderly, the infirm and the unskilled should
avoid vacationing in L.A.

*

Guest Opinion

Athletic budget restructuring is fair
By Rich de Give
Some of the statements made in
the editorial of May 12 regarding
Men’s Athletic Department budget
cuts were so absurd and ridiculous
that they need to be responded to.
Item: "Having a three-tiered
structure for intercollegiate sports
set up an inequality that is not only
mindless but hypocritical . . . it is
not only unfair but stupid."
When you look at it, structuring
the department budget in such a
manner makes for the most efficient
use of the limited funds that it has
been given to deal with.
As you may know, the department was also affected by the
spending freeze placed on the
university, but nothing was reported
on it.
The way things are set up under
the current structuring plan, the
greatest return is received from the
best-planned investments football
and basketball), a very sound
business practice.
Item: "An anxious department
squanders all it’s resources on a
moribund program which has no
real prognosis for improvement" in

/if/
/"I

reference to the basketball team.
During the three years that Bill
Berry has been at SJSU, this year’s
13-13 mark was the worst that the
team had recorded and very
respectable considering the injuries
the team had as well as the loss of
Chris McNealy because of the flu
during a key stretch of the season.
How quickly the Daily editorial
board has forgotten the PCAA
championship year of 1980 which led
to the team’s first NCAA tournament appearance in 19 years. And
how about the 1981 team which fell
three points short of winning the
league tournament and was invited
to the National Invitational Tournament?
But, let the team have one off
year and suddenly it "has no real
prognosis for improvement."
If the team is as bad as portrayed, why is it that Berry has been
able to schedule eight teams that
played in either the NCAA or NIT
tournaments, will be competing in
the prestigious Golden Gate Invitational and will be meeting Pac10 powers USC and UCLA on Dec. 9
and 11, respectively, with the
Trojans coming to the Civic
Auditorium?
"Item:
’Minor’ sports will
grow weaker and weaker."
If the minor sport of golf is so
weak, then why did state amateur
and two-time PCAA champion Joe
Tamburino come to SJSU?
If the minor sport of baseball is
so weak, then why did Mark
Langstoh, a second team AllAmerican pitcher last year and one
of the Seattle Mariners top minor
league prospects, come here?
Why did one of the nation’s top

gymnasts, Roy Palassou, come to
SJSU?
How has the wrestling team
been able to place in the top 25 at the
NCAA tournament in the last two
years if it is getting "weaker and
weaker"?
And how about the soccer team,
which finished third in one of the
nation’s toughest conferences and
was kept out of the playoffs only
because it had a losing streak
toward the end of the year and the
politics of selecting teams for postseason play, despite it’s No. 17
ranking nationally.
Item: "Football . . . makes)
sporadic attempts at escaping
medocrity and brief appearances in
the Top 20."
In the three years that Jack
Elway has been head coach, the

touchdown of knocking off No. 9
Arizona State in 1981, been ranked
No. 20 by United Press International
for three weeks and produced two
NFL first round draft picks in the
last two years in Mark Nichols and
Gerald Willhite.
Is all of this being done by a
team
that
is
"escaping
mediocrity?"
The last year the team was
mediocre was 1978, the last year of
the Lynn Stiles regime, while the
Elway years have bought success,
national publicity and a larger
Spartan Stadium to SJSU.
Also, if one will check the
record, he or she will discover that
every football game on free
television involving the PCAA has
had SJSU in it, demonstrating that
SJSU football is far and away the
class of the PCAA!

4 It

1 981 ’s basketball team was invited to
the National Invitational Tournament
tfl
team has complied a 22-11-1 record,
tying for the PCAA championship
once and winning it outright last
season, appeared in the California
Bowl, won the unofficial Bay area
championship last season by beating
both Stanford and Cal, for the first
time in the same season, pulled off
one of the biggest upsets of the 1980
season by downing then-undefeated
Baylor and coming within a

Again I ask, the work of a
mediocre team?
To summarize everything said
so far, the athletic department has
made great strides under it’s
current budgetary system.
Richard de Give is a journalism
junior and former sports editor for
the Spartan Daily and the Independent Weekly.

the mailbag
Library support
motion seconded

"V REASON OF HISTORIC 5oVEREAWIV, WE AVE RECLAIMING, ARGEHTNA, Pu/S1HEMW.VI1A5.14

In your letter, you have mentioned writing letters to the mayor, I
will do it and I hope that you have
done or will do the same.

This is a section about a student
of the week or a distinguished
student picked every week out of the
entire student body.
I know it would be hard picking
a student from the entire San Jose
State student body since there are a
bunch of noteworthy students out
there but there is always someone
who stands out from the rest.
They should be recognized for
their academic achievements,
community help, special talents, or
sports achievements. I suggest a
large picture of the student be attached along with the article.

Editor:
Dear Miss Tomasi:
I found your letter about the
budget cut in the library system
interesting and very persuasive.
I too, like you, work at a public
library and the cut back has me
worried about my job. The monetary
source is not why I’m worrying. By
working at the library, I’ve
discovered new ideas and expanded
my knowledge. I’ve also came in
contact with different kinds of
people and learned how to cope with
them.

Spartan Daily
lacks one feature

The experience helps me a great
deal since I will have to deal with
those people when I go into the
"real" world It would be a pity if I
have to quit my job now.

Editor:
I read your publication almost
every day, or whenever time permits me, and I think it is very
organized and interesting.

I think this section would be
widely read and would give
deserving students recognition
around school.

I think, though, that you are
missing a very important section
that should be included in your
newspaper.

Jimmy Espanola
Industrial Tehcnology
freshman

Hien Pham
Mechanical Engineering
freshman
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Nothing like giving the cold shoulder Around
other campuses
Davis fraternities scolded for harassment

1

DAVIS- Two fraternities at the
University of California at Davis have
been reprimanded by the school for
harassing a group of feminists druring a
protest march.

f

While chanting "Out of our homes and
into the streets, we won’t be raped, we
won’t be beat," in front of Davis’
Fraternity Row, members from Sigma Nu
and Sigma Alpha Epsit resorted to an
assortment of crude tactics to disrupt the
proceedings.
The protesters reported that the frat
members pressed their bare bottoms
against the windows of their house, spit on
women and urinated in plain view of
everyone.

by Ewan cc
allowed phone call, reportedly to Athens. Relatives made no
comment.

This juvenile was busted getting stoned earlier this semester
at the Robert D. Clark library. She is shown here making one

Sigma Nu has apologized for the incident, but SAE has maintained that the
accusations are unfair.
"We aren’t saying we were right of
that we were wrong," said Greg Young,
president of SAE’s Davis chapter. "What
we want is to have this whole thing die
down. It killed our public image."

HAYWARD- Although the Greg Kihn band
is usually a big money maker for SJSU’s
Program Board, it doesn’t always turn a
profit when it plays at other campuses.
When Kihn and his friends palyed at
Several of the feminists also reported
that they were called "dykes" by the California State University at Hawyard,
the concert laost $4,270.
fraternity members.
The administration at UC-Davis said it
was powerless to inflict punitive measures
Hayward State’s Associated Students,
upon the offending fraternities because the which sponsored the show, had expected
incident did not occur on campus.
the concert to generate enough of a profit
so that the proceeds could be donated to
However, the protest group was the school’s union building fund.
However, slightly less than 3,000 fans
assured that the national chapters of the
fraternities would be contacted and ad- attended the concert, far below the anticipated capacity crowd of 4,500.
vised to take appropriate action.

Permits allow use
Older citizens have new legal rights of employee parking
in summer session

A growing proportion
of the U.S. population is
over 50 and these older
Americans may not know
that they have many new
legal rights.
The American Bar
Association points out that
laws passed in recent years
in the area of jobs,
education and money
protect people against
discrimination because of
age.
The laws affect more
than one person in four.
According to preliminary
figures from the 1980
Census, nearly 59 million
people, or 26 percent of the
population, are over 50.
Ten years earlier, the over50 group totaled only 50
million, or 24 percent, of

the population.

The ABA has prepared
a 41 -page guide, "Your
Rights Over Age 50,"
spelling out some of the
new laws which help older
Americans. Single copies
of the guide cost $1, plus $1
for postage and handling.
To get a copy, write the
Circulation Department,
American Bar Association,
1155 E. 60th St., Chicago,
III., 60637.
One of the most important laws is the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act which extended the mandatory
retirement age from 65 to
70 in most jobs and protects
people still on the job
against
arbitrary
discrimination because of

age. That protection means
you cannot be pressured to
retire; you cannot be
threatened, forced to take a

The age discrimination
act also protects you when
you are looking for a job.
An
employer
cannot
discriminatihnnnne
isof
age unless age is a "bona
fide" qualification for the
job. The law does not define
bona fide, but the ABA says

less responsible job, given
fewer privileges, paid less
or be treated differently
from younger workers.
The law does not
prevent people from being
as
fired for a good cause

some cases are obvious; an
for
company,
acting
example, would not have to
to
play
hire a 60-year-old
the part of a younger
person. In other cases, the
bar group says, the courts
so far have been willing to
accept arguments based on
the idea that some employers have to protect
public health and safety;
they have, for example,
upheld the right of a bus

long as age is not a factor.
Suppose, for example, you
are fired for absenteeism.
The firing is not age
discrimination.
If,
however, a younger worker
was absent just as often as
you were and was not red,
you might have a cause of
discrimination.

_spartagutide
PRSSA will have elections for Fall officers 11:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. today and 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow in
Dwight Bentel Hall. For more information call Joni
Padson at 292-0284.

ill

The Department of Chemistry will present a seminar,
"A New Theory on the Origin of Life," at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Duncan Hall room 505.

GONG’S PLACE
BREAKFAST $1.29
2 eggs, toast, and bacon or sausage
7:00-10:30
open for lunch and dinner

155 E. San Fernando
Across the street
from admissions

women’s center
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For a three-week session, parking
permits cost $6. To park the enitre
summer,the cost of a permit is $15.
The permits go on sale today at the
cashiers office in the Administration
building and at the Office of Traffic
Management in the Seventh Street
garage.
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If you think you have
been a victim of age
discrimination, you can file
a charge with the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission: to find the
nearest office, look in the
telephone book under the
section for U.S. government listings.

By Steve Fukuda
Students who attend the SJSU
summer session have an alternative to
parking in the north and south garages.
Parking permits enabling students
to park their cars in the employees lots
..an be purchased.
Obtaining a permit for the six-week
summer session can save students $3.
The cost of paying 50 cents a day to
park in the garages would amount to
$12 for a six-week period. A six-week
permit costs $9.

NEED TO WORK
FOR AWHILE?
SEE U.S
ON CAMPUS Ti

United Campus Christian Ministry will sponsor the
Tuesday Fellowship Supper from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow at Jonah’s Wail at Tenth and San Carlos streets.
For more information call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204.

Friends of the California Marijuana Reform Initiative
will have a meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday at the Sarnbo’s
Peppertree Restaurant on Monterey Hwy. For more in,
formation call Oscar Leatherman at 842-6717.

company not to hire anyone
over a certain age.
The same
antidiscrimination
rules
generallly apply to employment agencies and to
labor unions. Help-wanted
ads cannot include words
or phrases which would
discourage older workers
from applying, unless age
is a
"bona fide"
qualification.

ty
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Permits for disabled students can
be purhcased at the same price at the
Disabled Students Services Office.
Purchasing a parking permit for
the summer has its advantages and its
disadvantages, according to Ed
Nemetz, traffic manager.
"The advantage of parking in the
employee lots is that you will be closer
to your class and don’t have to pay 50
cents each day," Nemetz said.
"The disadvantage is that if you
park in the employee lots, you willget
out of class and roast in your car
because it was out in the sun all day,"
he said, adding that, "If you’re wearing
shorts like a lot of people do during the
summer, you’re going to burn your
legs."
Either way, it’s a choice worth
considering," he said.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
SUMMER COURSES
Conversational Spanish (Span. 3):
For travellers, teachers, students
June 21 -July 9: M-F 8-11
(Prerequisite: 10 units or equivalent)

Beginning Vietnamese (FL 196A):
For teachers, students and people in industry.
Social Services. etc. (No prerequisites)
June 28-Aug. 3: M. T. TH 1600-1830

For further information contact:
The Dept. of For. Languages
SH 301 (277-2576) or
Office of Continuing Education
(277-2182)
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Stroke doesn’t quench wit

C’s

Sally has style, spirit
Holly Fletcher
SBy
ally Higginbotham sits in the corner of her studio apartment at
the desk labeled "Office." Her back is to the huge window that
looks out over the valley. At eight stories high, the view shows
the dirty gray buildings of downtown Saa Jose blending into the graygreen mountainsides.
"I like to look beyond the dusty old cars and old buildings," she said.
"I look at the mountains and the sky. The rest of it, well. I’ve seen it all
before."
Instead, gray-haired, 72-year-old Sally is busy typing term papers for
SJSU students. The semester’s end has brought her a heavy load of typing
to do.
"I have more work than I can handle," she said. "And the students
are very demanding. I have to tell them, ’Hey, buster I only got one hand."
Five years ago, a stroke left Sally’s right side partially paralyzed.
Her right arm is useless to Sally, hanging motionless at her side. She
walks with the aid of a cane. Her speech is perfectly understandable, but
her voice sometimes sounds like a record with a warp in it.
Though a bitterness over her condition remains, her spirit is indomitable.
"I spend a couple of years feeling very sorry for myself," she said.
"You want to go to the park, the theater. No matter where you want to go,
you can’t.
"But as long as I have typing to do, I’m happy. I’m not lonely as long
as I have stuff to do," she added.
Currently, Sally has more typing to do than she can handle. She said
she will sometimes type from five in the morning to five at night. At other
times of the year, especially the summer, she will have no work to do at
all.
"Why don’t they come visit me? Why don’t they bring me their
papers?" she asked plaintatively.
Sally has a running ad in the Spartan Daily. It reads, "Not too
shabby, say my customers. Try me." What the ad doesn’t say is that Sally
only charges $2 a paper. Regardless of the number of pages, the charge is
$2. She said that covers the cost of the paper.
"I feel they can’t have their stuff in a hurry and they’re doing me a
favor by letting me type for them," she said. "It’s doing me a favor

because most people wouldn’t want me to do their stuff. They’d say ’How
can someone with one hand type?’"
She added taht many students who call her in response to the advertisement don’t bring their typing to her because of her speech.
"Students who call think I’m drunk or on QopD or something," she said.
But not all students shy away. Some students, like Nick Gera, an
SJSU marketing senior, not only get their papers well typed, with
corrected spelling and grammar, but they also meet a remarkable
woman who refuses to let her age or her disability keep her down.
"There’s one point I’m doubtful about on page three," Sally tells
Gera when he comes to pick up his paper. "But I’ll let your teacher see."
Gera looks over his paper. Indeed, it’s not too shabby. He chats with
Sally, makes a few jokes about her slow typing, then leaves. He is one of
Sally’s many repeat customers.
Sally points to the picture of her dark-haired 15-year-old granddaughter, Amy, which sits on her desk. "I keep that there to keep the boys
coming back," she said with a laugh, and they do."
Sally turns back to the papers she is currently working on. Carefully,
expertly, deliberately, the fingers on her left hand seek out the keys. She
doesn’t know how many words a minute she types. She said a paper,
depending on how long, may take her all day. She doesn’t care, just as
long as she is kept busy.
She motioned to the paper. This one is strictly out of the book.
He’s going to get a big fat zero," she said. "I’m going to ask him what
kind of grade he expects."
Sally said she enjoys typing and has been typing for students for
several years, but prefers typing papers that are well written. If the
paper is less than well written, Sally said, "I try to straighten them
out. When I was in grade school, I would win holy pictures for my
spelling."
But as much as she wants to work, she will turn students down. She
said one student gave her a book and told her which sections to type.
When she refused, he offered to photocopy it for her first.
"He still wasn’t going to put in a word of his own," she marveled.
In addition to typing for students, Sally types half-days, five days a
week for the Heart Association.
"I like working for anybody, doing anything. To do nothing is to die

few of her many artworks, some
Sally Higginbotham, 72, types a
award winners, that decorate her
student’s term paper, upper left,
studio apartment.
though she only has use of her left
hand. Above, she stands next to a
Phu/ os by Karen Sorensen

on the vine," she said.
Though the aftermath of her stroke has left her unable to do many
of the things that brought her joy before, Sally is not to die on the vine.
Sally used to write fiction and poetry, "usually something funny,"
she said. She even won a fiction award once. But she doesn’t write
anymore. She said she is right handed and when she tries to write with
her left hand, "It looks like somebody stepped on my hand." She offers
no other explanation.
A book of poetry sits on her coffee table. The book is written by
Sally, but she uses the pen name Evans Tobetsi (say it out loud). Her
wit is clearly evident in her poems:

0.1

To the laundrymat went Calvin King,
There a sign declared "Wash everything,"
Bemoaning the chill,
He sat there until,
The last cycle, sans covering.
She is also very artistic. Her small apartment is covered with her
artwork sketchings;paintings and pictures made with feathers, nuts and
other materials that appealed to her eye. Many of her artworks have won
ribbons at the Santa Clara County Fair. She points to a painting of a nude
woman on the wall next to her desk.
"My nude lam very fond of," she said. "It was my first one."
She shows off years and years of homemade Christmas cards. But
she said she hasn’t done any artwork since her stroke. "How can I with
only one hand?" she asks.
She also doesn’t play the carefully dusted piano that is now covered
with neatly typed papers waiting to be picked up by students. "Can’t play
the piano with one hand," she said matter-of-factly.
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WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
WE PAY 60%
WE DO NM- REQUIRE A RECEIPT
WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY
WE PAY 60%
WE BUY PAPERBACKS
WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
WE PAY 60%
WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES
WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT AT
OTHER STORES
YES -- WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
YES -- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE BUY ANY CURRENT EDITION
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330 South Tanth Street

San Joao, Calif. 95112

Attention Graduates!!

10% Off
The Men’s Wearhouse in recognition of
San Jose’s graduating class is offering
a 10% discount off all regularly priced
merchandise.
This is a chance for all young men
to buy that special outfit you’ll need
to meet your new challenges We are
located at Blossom Hill and Almaden Rds,
in the Almaden Plaza Shopping Center. We
are open Monday through Friday from 10-9,
Saturdays from 10-6, and Sunday 12 to 5
We take major credit cards and layaway
plans are available. For this discount,
please bring current student ID.. This
special offer expires May 31 st!!!

5353 Almaden Expwy
39 Almaden Plaza
San Jose, 723-1900

The Men’s
Wearhouse
We have fashion savings
all sewn up.
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REC SUGGESTIONS
continued from page 1
The board has tentatively included these facilities
in the center: diving pool, swimming pool, sun deck,
racquetball courts, locker rooms, weight training
room, ski slope, golf cage, climbing wall, shops,
lounge, activity room, game room and seating for
10,000.
Stephanie Duer, a political science junior, said she
thought the climbing wall and ski slope were not
needed.
"I like to climb myself," she said, "but I don’t see
a large part of the campus doing it. Put the money into
something like equipment or space for a child care
center."
She added that the racquetball courts should be
open 24 hours a day at least one day a week.
"You’d think no one would want to play racquetball at two in the morning," she said, "but you’d be
surprised."
Pete Vadney, an education graduate student and
interim coordinator for Leisure Services, presented
Barrett with a list of facilities he would like to see,
including spas, hot tubs and saunas. These, he said
should be included in the center because "not everyone
wants to do athletics per se, but maybe just wants an
area for general relaxation."
He also said Earth Toys and the Bike Shop
"definitely belong" in the center and that emphasis
should be given to the planned multi-use room that
could be "used for everything from wrestling to
gymnastics."
He added that meeting rooms should also be added
to the center as "it would be a shame to build a center
of that size without meeting rooms."

Vadney expressed the idea that locker rooms
should be included in the events center. "It’s no fun
walking out of one building and into the cold after a
game," he said.
Barrett said the closing at San Carlos to give better
access and a covered walkway connecting the two
buildings were possibilities.
Duer said she was concerned with the traffic
situation after a large event.
Duer, a dorm resident, said the traffic congestion
was so bad during Cinco de Mayo," you couldn’t get
through to the campus."
She said a floor of the parking garage, as well as
traffic control, would be necessary.
"You live here and have to park two miles away or
on the fifth floor of the building," she said, "it’s not
only inconvenient, it’s unsafe."
Students at the other meetings said the ski slope
and rock climbing wall were low priorities and there
was no need for a child care center. Students said
racquetball and gym space were a high priority.,
Another student said a rock climbing wall was
important and volunteered his services as a consultant.
The construction of locker rooms, dressing rooms,
phones and kitchen in the event center for performer’s
use was also discussed.
Other suggestions included a large sign advertising upcoming events, accomodations for media
in the events building and hiring students to aid in
traffic control.
Barrett aid when the S.U. board narrows the
choices next Fall, there may be additional student
hearings for comments on the board’s choices.

Outside consultant called in
to evaluate library services

13)

by Angela Cardoza

President Gail Fullerton and the Academic Senate "a
year and a half ago."
Ruth Yaffe, a current member of the Academic
Senate and a member when the senate decided to
recommend an outside consultant, said the decision was
made to investigate the division of collections between the
two libraries.
"The senate recommended that an outsider be
brought in to give advice on the division of the collection.
There was considerable controversy on how to divide the
collection."
The collection has since been divided, with newer
publications housed in the Clark Library and older ones in
the Wahlquist Library.
But Gardner’s duties aren’t limited to advising on the
reorganization of the library.

Students still have time to apply
for 1 98 2-83 grant and loan funds

9

By Cindy Mare
It’s still not too late to apply for
financial aid for next year.
Although anticipated budget cuts may
reduce the amount of funds available,
financial aid officials are accepting applications for university-administered
grant and loan programs.
These programs include Pell Grants
(formerly known as Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants), Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants, National
Direct Student Loans and Work Study.
However, students who applied before
the April 1 deadline will receive first
priority, said Don Ryan, financial aid
director.
Ryan said students who are granted
aid for next year may drop out of school,
enabling financial aid officials to give the
money to students who applied after the
deadline.
However, three programs face cuts
because of budget reductions, Ryan said.
NDSI which provides SJSU students

Campus sorority entertains
community’s senior citizens

Vanessa Smith of the Delta Sigma Theta
sorority serves a senior citizen dinner at the

Some believe outsider brought in to investigate low morale
By Janet Gilmore
Companies often settle disputes and evaluate
buildings by calling an outside consultant. SJSU is no
different.
The Clark and Wahlquist libraries have been
evaluated on library facilities, collections and "personnel
concerns" according to Maureen Pastine, library
director.
Jeff Garnder of the Office of Management Services in
Washington concluded his evaluation last month, Pastine
said.
His report should be received within the next two
weeks, Pastine said.
Although some beleive Gardner was brought in to
investigate the recent low personnel morale in the
libraries, Pastine said he ws recommended by SJSU

By Dawn Furukawa
Members of the Delta Sigma Theta sorority entertained senior citizens at the Afro-American Center last
Saturday to help keep the center open.
The center, located at Julian and Sixth streets, was
built for community projects and is free to senior citizens,
according to Adrianne Bryan, Delta Sigma Theta
member. The seniors might lose their center, she said,
unless community members start giving them activities.
In a combined Senior Citizen’s/Mother’s Day, activities included a self-defense demonstration by Karen
Dean and Rod Conduragis of the SJSU judo team, a jazz
dance by sorority members, and a song sung in sign
language by soririty member Liz Nichols.
The sorority members also cooked and served dinner.
With the theme "Through time comes age, from age
comes wisdom," All-African People’s Revolutionary
Party member Zizwe Mfta-Ukweki spoke on how today’s
children have to listen to their elders more.

Afro-American Center. the dinner was one of
many activities planned for seniors.
Sorority member Tracy Smallwood said she learned
from this experience that senior citizens don’t like to be
treated as such.
"They want everything young and invigorating," she
said. "We were played soft music and they asked for fast
music."
Bryan said the seniors were grateful to the way the
sorority planned its activities.
"They said they were glad we didn’t show films on
arthritis and stuff like most groups do," she said,
"because they said they don’t like to see it."
Delta Sigma Theta members agreed it was well worth
their time and effort.
"We didn’t put as much in to the project as we got
out," Smallwood said. "It was really worth it, and I’m
really glad we did it."
"It was very projective," said Linda Persley,
president. "They were grateful because they don’t have
anything to do.
"We’re looking forward to going back next year."
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with up to $1,500 at 5 percent interest, will
be reduced from $2 million to $1.8 million.
Work Study, which creates jobs for
needy students, will be cut from $1.58
million to $950,000.
And the SEOG program, designed to
aid students whose Pell Grants don’t fully
meet their needs, will be reduced from
$900,000 to $675,000.
"What we’re waiting for at this point is
the payment schedule for the Pell Grant,"
Ryan said.
Ryan estimated it will be at least three
weeks before Congress decides on the Pell
Grant allocation.
Approximately 7,000 students have
already applied for aid, and they should be
notified in June of their awards, Ryan
said.
Students wishing to apply for aid may
pick up an application at the financial aids
office, Dudley Moorehead, room 235.
Financial aid officials will assess the
applicants’ needs and notify them within
two months, Ryan said.

GMAT CLASSES
ENROLLING NOW
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Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost Dedicated lull -time staff.
Complete TEST -n -TAPE.’ facilities for review of
class lessons and suoolementarv materials
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers
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Fours: Monday-Friday 5-5

And Accessories
For All
Japanese
& European
Imported Vehicles

"Carburetor Electric Service Company"

BUMPER
TO
BUMPER

2055 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, Ca. 95116

Personalized Service
SAN JOSS - 493 S. FIRST ST., 998-3040

Auto Parts Distributors
*ORIGINAL AUTO PARTS*

*Son Jose - 3403 Stevens Creek Blvd., 243-3120’
"San Jose - 867 Blossom Hill Rd., 578-5700*
Cupertino - 101335. DeArao Blvd., 996-1212
Los Gatos - 15736 los Gatos Blvd., 358-1782
Sunnyvale - 592 Mary Ave., 738-2882
Palo Alto - 3929 El Camino Real, 493-5115
Son Rafael - 999 Francisco Blvd., 457-3515
Mill Valley - 653 E. Blithedale Ave., 383-6166

Wholesale - Discounts
to
University Students
Educators
408-258-4803 1408-258-48031
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FAST ROAD SERVICE
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for Appt and
Information

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
1590 Industrial Ave., San Jose
(on Gish Rd near rowdy 17/
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!Complete Auto Repairs I
Lubrication
Batteries
Tires
Tunc-ups *
Shocks
Brakes
Official smog control Station
Official lamps control station Installation
Auto air conditioning service
and certification
High speed balance "One stop shop" *

Open 7 days
& delivery
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225-5553

ORIEL’S UNION76 SERVICE

Specialists

aoolomotove Dieel Diagnosis a Inpsclion Rpaor tor
automobiloss and Snmil Truck
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Union 76 Gasoline.
Gets you further!
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Randall Baldwin. Michael Cockerham.
John Danielsen, Aluis Dauis,Marie Ekins,
Ola Kanu. Linda Norris. Akemi Sato.
Bernie Sinsay and Rick Spar go

Automotive Diesel Specialists

242 Hilicap A ye.
San Jose, CA

Curn, r nf u.N SInta

Account Executives

Audi
VW
GM

1

Free pick-up

I 279-0940
1 1 5 2 Tully Rd.
Your Dealer
San Jose, CA 95112
Oriel S. Zagazeta
********************************************
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"LOW COST PROGRAMS
*COLLEGE STUDENTS
’FAMILIES
*YOUNG ADULTS
’HIGH RISK DRIVERS

Windshields
trucks

TOTAL SERVICE FOR THE CAR YOU
HAVE LEARNED TO LOVE.
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Includes parts and labor
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Hilicap Auto Wreckers
200 Hillcap Ave. 226-8880

1500E. HAMILTON AVE., CAMPBELL.
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SONY TC-FX5C535, $269
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FREEEQUALIZER
120W 7 band equalizer
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NEVER HAS THIS MUCH BEEN SO REASONABLE!

MAJESTIC 6 x 9 Triax

Buy a car without
the headaches!

AM/FM

Grand Prix 8" 3-way Speakers

pushbuttons, dingy.
$239.95

120W Speakers

MDR FM)
RADIO HEADPHONES

$129.95

MAJESTIC MCR-92000 *
FM, Auto FIRverce,
Pase and treble control
A

with

FM WAt KMAN

$119.95

241-3100
Offer Expires 5-30-82
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SONY

PHONE NOW FOR APPOINTMENT
Remember ... "No expensive surprises"
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COMPLETE CAR STEREO
SYSTEM
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STUDENT SPECIALS

WHERE A MUSICAL EXPERIENCE IS OFFERED NOT JUST EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE REBUILT TRANSMISSION
2 YEARS OR
24,000 MILES

S

S

1.. A One Vote Stereo Store
2

6 MONTHS OR
6,000 MILES

MUSTANG, SHELBY
TIGER, COBRA
1640 Grant St , Santa Clara
(4081) 727-2977

off Capitol Expstry . behind Capitol Drive-In

377-3240

of Northern California
1062 E. El Camino, Sunnyvale
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Seal- tite radiators
one year warranty
available.
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ANDY ALONGI BODY SHOP
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AUTOMOTIVE
DIESEL TUNE-UPS

ACTION AUTO
WRECKERS INC.
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Onkyo TX-3000
45 ./Ch. Receiver

Servo -locked tuner
Super -servo amp
on special
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$297.00

ALSO CARRY: Onkyo,
Kardon, Geneso, Eptcure
Morons, OCIA, Rogers,
Frwd, Pyramid
CAR STEREOS: Jensen, Concoirr
Clarron,Audrovox Timmer,
Magnum, more
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Savings Up to
50% OFF
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San Jose, CA.
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AUTO PARTS BALANCING
ELECTRICAL TOWING BRAKES REPAIR

CORNER OF STORY & KING RD. SAN JOSE

AutoanddBody

ELEGANT

Paint Shop
Give us a reasonable written estimate and
on n Labor
ar s
5
1
0:
SAVE
Parts

Up to $100 OFF on insurance jobs
We give 3 yr. guarantees
on body and paint jobs
(ask for)
763 Mabury Rd. No. 16
Sam or David
298-8326
San Jose, CA

. WHEELS

SHOCKS

50.000 Mile
Steel Belted
Radials

R & R Axle Bearings

ADRIAN KLEIN AUTO PARTS

29 50
31 95
3550
3695
3650
3895
43 75
3795
3995
39 50
42 50
4850
53 50
6616

PolyesterFREE

"78

COMPLETE
AUTO REPAIR
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29 ’30
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32 95
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34 50
36 75
38 95
34 95
36 95
38 95
40 95

1378-13
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E78-14
F78-14
078-14
H78-14
F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
178-15

With this coupon
a smog certification
will cost you only

$15.00
SAN JOSE CA 95178
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13070-13
13070 II
CR7Oi4
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0060.15
AR50-13
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0050 -IA
mR50-15
1050,5

6484
6840
70 44
1541
113414
01 95
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7095
1944
6795
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1350
1648
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BRAM SPECIM.
Disc Drum ... 14"
Front Disc ...659

Four Drum...

’64"

Front or
Rear Drum.. 139"
Install new pads or shoes, resurface rotor or drums,
pack bearings, replace seals, road test (most cars)
(mem metallic pi:M.511.1101

Electronic Tune-Up
Most cars - plus parts, act(ust Carburotor, 5431 timing, Check wiring

Computer wheel beionelna
Free safety Inspection
cull for appointment

995.6522

$1595

55600 i mo 0

Wash and Wax

Reg. $3.50
with this coupon

only
Reg. $2.25

Car wash

$2.50

Expires 5-31-82
, ors)

(with coupon)

M-F 8-6

KIRKWOOD
CAR WASH
$1 OFF 5IN OFF
only

fait

Sometimes clutter on the
floor can get in the way of a
driver’s foot when changing
from the accelerator to the
braking system pedal. Cure:
always carry a trash collector
for pop bottles, soft drink
cans, or other items that can so
easily roll under a pedal.
Keep all miscellaneous items
off your dashboard. Business
papers that can blow away,
pencils, crayons Or pens that
can disappear down the defroster, vents, portable radios or
tape players that can fall, and
similar items should never be
kept on the dash while driving.
Do not store items over the
sun visor. Once again, the elastic or whatever secures the
items can break and cause distractions. Cure: Just do not
put things over your visor.
There are other places where
items can be kept safely.
Keep these points in mind
and remember if you are
angry, confused or upset,
don’t drive. Take a walk
around the block. Don’t use
your car as a place to air out
your frustrations. Keep your
mind on your driving.

25,000-MILE COMPACT 41-PLf

PH 297 AUTO

600-12
1300-13
560-15
603-15

AlIgnmeat

Another accident maker is
a driver trying to read a road
map while driving. Cure: If
driving on unfamiliar territory,
first find out exactly where you
are from the street names,
highway signs or other landmarks. Then pull off the road,
find the location on your map
and plot out your next move.
Sometimes a driver will be
trying to put on or take off a
coat or jacket while driving a
car. Cure: Stop the car out of
traffic. Many drivers have been
caught with one arm in a coat
when a traffic signal suddenly
turns green.
Sometimes people’s eyes
leave the road when they are
momentarily trying to locate
an object dropped on the
floor. This hazard is especially
dangerous to smokers, who are
aware of fire dangers from a
fallen cigarette, or aware of
damage that can be done to the
car seat or clothing. Cure: Stop
the car, in the case of a cigarette, as safely and quickly as
possible. Never try to solve
this problem while the car is
moving.

Kwiz on Kaq

SAN JOSE AREA

250 for Whaewalls

accidents. Cure: Have everything likely to be needed out of
the glove compartment before
starting out, or pull off the
road and stop.

I. When was the firsi leadfree gasoline introduced for
sale in the United States?
2. What was the name of
the lieutenant who led the first
U.S. Army mechanized cavalry
charge in three 1916 Dodge
cars against Pancho Villa?
3. Who won the first automobile race in the U.S., sponsored by the Chicago Sun
Times from Jackson Park to
Evanston and back, in 1895?
4. What automobile manufacturer named one of its cars
after the "gridiron great coach
Knute Rockne"?
5. What automobile was
shown to an amazed crowd on
television at the 1933 World’s
Fair in Chicago?
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SPECIAL

40 CLEVELAND AVE

Mae
P195100.13
P185.7014.14
P145100.14
P205 700 14
P215 7019-14
P225 ?OR - 14
_.1,225 700-15
5;
P195600-13
P21560R-13
P41Z 600:1144

Full -sue design BlaCloolls amiable 10, added saying. All
models include Iraadefeat liletome workmanship and roed
hazard poitcos AT NO EXTRA COST!

AMERICAN

ROGER DEHER

Add

FREE TIRE MOUNTING

Camper. OUr pricto 001010 yOU buy Nationwide lifet.ine
workmanship. Tire SySteres road hazard ItoceP1 50 Oro.,
pollves AT NO EXTRA COST!

ISO
165
1 81
194
204
205
231
205
160
143
211
216
212
231

Series"

30.900 Mk Treed Weer Polley
AT NO EXTRA COST!

SPECIALIZING

OWNER

SIZES
AVAILABLE!!

ALL TA’

4 Ply

irmairm.rwirmeirmmissusimmantimss

Prices subject to change

Goodrich
Radicd T/A

30,000 Mile fifitgla

294-9442

SERVICE

5589

FREE TIRE MOUNTING

.1924
42 49
47 22
49 14
4655
51 80
sets
504?
53 13
52 54
5853
0451
71 16
8771

155R-12
155R-13
165R-13
175R-13
165R-14
175P-14
185R-14
165R-15
175,7M-12
17570R-13
1857M-13
18570R-14
195 700.14
185,70R-15

nil,

l’Atto watt"... I .,,ups

BATTERIES

IMPORTED METRIC SIZES
50,000 MIN Toad Wear Policy , No
COIITi
/....ideefa, workmanship end ndO
To Systems
otard poems AT NO EXTRA GOST1
Non
Gnme Oleesure
Mentor Price
CRT

Brake Drum Turning
Valve Guide Knurling

sums .INHIM I
TiTA
DATSUN

TIRES

SPARTAN DAILY

15% OFF ALL SHOP LABOR
FREE OIL FILTER with cylinder head work

AUTO WORLD

Reaching for something in
the glove compartment while
driving is a frequent cause of

GROUP DISCOUNT PURCHASE PROGRAM

()nu of the Rest s ()Ides( .111,1 Strorrticsi (o I 01111 1)I,
this !spec r.11 rrOgrarrt 11.ol.able (htliz It/ ’Icrohefs

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE SHOP SPECIAL 1

431 S. First St.
San Jose, Ca. 95113

than you knew at the time.
Don’t even express an apology
to the other driver or injured
passenger.
Do not sign any authorization to have any of the cars
towed from the scene until you
have read and understood the
tow-truck agreement carefully.
You may get struck with excessive and costly repairs
before an insurance adjuster
has had the opportunity to inspect and appraise the damage.
After you leave the scene
and as soon as possible, you
should do the following:
Call your insurance company, even if the other guy was
at fault and said his insurance
company would pay for the
damage.
Go to the proper local and
state authorities and to your insurance company and file a report on the accident.
Call your doctor and make
an appointment for an examination, even if a physician at the
scene of the accident checked
you over. There may be some
lingering effects that are not
immediately detected.
Most of us like to think that
we are careful drivers. And, we
are, most of the time. Some accidents happen to drivers who
are usually quite careful, but
may have their attention distracted even for a moment.
Here is a checklist of some
of the most frequently encountered distractions with
cure solutions as compiled by
the Canadian Safety Council:

TIRE SYSTEMS INC..

(over 6900)

Flywheel Resurfacing
Pressure Testing Cylinder
Heads & Blocks
Disc Rotor Refacing

Also, note the seating position
of each occupant and jot down
the license plate number and
the number of the other
driver’s license.
Get names, addresses and
telephone numbers of all the
witnesses on the scene. It’s also
good to record any remarks
that may be pertinent and useful for police in determining
the cause of the accident. Be
careful to identify who said
what.
Make note of the shield
number, name and headquarters of the investigating officer.
While the police officer
may do this, it’s good for you,
too, to sketch the scene, and if
you have a camera handy, photograph it, noting the point of
contact between the cars. Also
indicate directions in which
they were going and the positions where they came to rest
after impact. Note the road
condition, the weather condition, the time of day or night,
visibility, traffic flow, speed
limit and any other condition
that may be pertinent.
There are certain no-no’s
that must be adhered to if
you’re involved in an accident.
These do not’s are:
Do not offer any additional information to the police or
other driver beyond what is legally required of you - your
name, address, driver’s license
number, car’s registration
number, name of insurance
company and the obvious facts
surrounding the accident.
Do not even suggest you
may have been at fault; the
factors contributing to the accident may be more complex

If you have an accident - be
it on your vacation this summer or when using the car for a
leisurely drive - there are certain recommended procedures
you should follow:
Turn the ignition off immediately.
Turn your car’s flashers on
and, if you’re properly equipped, place lighted flares at appropriate intervals, depending
on the location of your disabled car. If you’re on an expressway, put one flare next to your
car toward the rear, another
about 200 feet behind your car,
and another an additional 300
feet back. Substitute flares
with a flashlight with a red
flasher on top of your car.
Check to see if anyone was
injured.
Call the police and an ambulance if necessary. This can
be done by flagging down passing motorists and asking them
to get your message to the proper authorities at once.
If there were injuries involved, cover the victims with
blankets but do not give first
aid if you’re not sure what you
are doing.
Do not try to lift a car
under which someone is pinned
unless there is enough manpower on the scene to assist
you and to keep the car from
rolling back onto the victim.
If your car is in the way of
traffic and it can be moved, do
so but first get police permission.
If another car is involved
in the accident, be sure to get
the names, addresses and telephone numbers of the driver
and other occupants of the car.
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By Mark J. Tennis
Sports Editor

Southern Cal
fans sickening
Something that makes me sick surfaced once again
last week when a six-woman jury in Los Angeles decided
that the Oakland Raiders have the right to betray their
fans and move to Southern California.
What makes me sick is not so much the fact that the
Raiders are leaving, but the the court decision once more
brought out what I call "the Southern California
superiority complex."
Southern Californians, you see, have this belief that
they’re the luckiest people in the world because they live
in the land of sun and stars. Now. I don’t have a gripe
against this feeling because there are people everywhere
in the world who feel they live in the greatest region in the
world. What gets me is that Southern Californians take
their belief and incorporate it into the sports world too
much.
What gets me even more, though, is when Southern
California sports fans compare their teams to Northern
California teams. Southern California sports fans think
that their teams are better than Northern California
teams simply because those teams are from Southern
California.
The high point of my sickness with the "Southern
California superiority complex" occurred in 1974 when
the A’s from Oakland took on the Dodgers of Los Angeles
in the World Series.
The A’s had won two world championships heading
into that series but all I read about in newspapers in
Southern California was how great the Dodgers were and
how they should be favored to win the title. No facts were
used to prove that the Dodgers were better either. If any
team were the favorite in that series it should have been
the A’s. Much to my jubilation, the A’s then beat the
Dodgers four out of five games.
Southern California sports fans also never give credit
to Northern California teams where credit is due. When
the 49ers were winning games right and left last fall
during the pro football campaign, Southern California
natives repeatedly told roe how the 49ers were lucky and
that the 49ers would lose in the first round of the playoffs.
The 49ers made those Southerners eat their words again.
In fact, if any sports fans should be cocky it should be
Northern California fans. Since 1970, Northern California
professional sports teams have walked away with seven
world titles. The A’s won three in baseball, the Raiders
won two in football, the Warriors won one in basketball
and the 49ers won one in football. Poor Southern Califonia
has only won two - the Lakers in basketball in 1980 and
the Dodgers in baseball in 1981.
There is also a lot of the "Southern California
superiority complex" in college sports. In college sports,
however, the complex is a bit more justified with the great
successes of UCLA in basketball and USC in football. But
Southern Californians fail to recognize that many of the
great collegiate athletes of USC and UCLA got their starts
in Northern California.
Recruiting is a major force in college athletics and
every year USC and UCLA entice many Northern
California high school stars to go to Southern California.
O.J. Simpson, for example, who is the greatest of USC’s
tailbacks in football, went to high school and junior
college in San Francisco before USC lured him away from
other schools interested in him, including SJSU.
The bottom line, I fell, in comparing Northern and
Southern Californa in sports is in the great athletes each
area has produced and, in my opinion, the North wins.
Northern California has produced what some people
feel is the greatest football player ever (Simpson 1, the
greatest basketball player ever (Bill Russel, who went to
MeClymonds High in Oakland and USF I and the fastest
human being ever ( Jim Hines, who also went to McClymonds).Two of the greatest baseball players ever,Joe
DeMaggion and Frank Robinson are also from Northern
California.
I wonder if SouthernCalifornians think the same thing
about the Northern California fans.
SHORT STUFF: I made a big mistake in last week’s
column when I mentioned that SJSU’s Susan Zaro was
picked on the All-NorCal Conference tennis team. SJSU’s
Rochelle Morrison was also named to that team but I
forgot to mention her

The look of despair on
SJSU baseball coach
face
Gene Menges’
typifies the kind of
season his team has
experienced this year.
The Spartans finished
with an overall record
14-39, the worst in
Menges’ 12 years of
coaching at SJSU.

)

by Gary Buck
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Disastrous SJSU baseball season is history
By Mike Jones
One good thing happened to the SJSU baseball
team this week. Its season
ended.
After completing his
worst year ever in 12 years
of coaching at SJSU,
baseball coach Gene
Menges is "ecstatic" the
season is finally over.
And well he should be.
After losing their last eight
games in a row and 11 of
their last 12, the Spartans
finished with a dismal
overall record of 14-39.
Part of the reason the
Spartans had such a poor
season was that only two
starters, shortstop Ed
Rettagliata and center
fielder Paul Willoughby,
and six other players
returned from the 1981
team that posted a 28-29-1
season mark.
"We’re playing a lot of
guys and doing a lot of
experimenting," Menges
said earlier in the year.
The early part of the
the year typified the type of
the year the Spartans were
going to experience when
they lost their first six
games. Among those losses
were three straight to CalBerkeley, one to UC-Davis,
and two to the University of
San Francisco.
"They feel badly,"
Menges said at the time of
the losses, "but everybody
works hard."
The Spartans finally
broke into the win column
in their seventh game when
they beat USF, 6-4. Menges
said it felt great to get that
first win under his belt and
hoped it would lead on to
better things. It didn’t.
The Spartans went on
to drop seven more games,

three to Stanford, one to
Cal State-Hayward, and
three to Fresno State
before beating UC-Davis in
a close game.
In the Davis game,
which was Menges’ 350th
SJSU coaching victory, it
took a triple play in the
bottom of the ninth to win.
With runners on first and
second and the Spartans up
by a run, the Aggie batter
popped-up a bunt. Spartan
pitcher Barry Worthington
made a diving catch in
front of home plate. He
fired it to second where
Rettagliata took the throw
for the second out and then
fired it back to first to
complete the triple play.
The Davis victory
celebration did not last
long for the next weekend
the Spartans were swept by
the University of the
Pacific. This, according to
Menges, was one of the
lowest points of the year.
"It’s just horrible,"
Menges said. "We had
opportunities to win and
didn’t."

big hitters off balance."
traveled to Santa Clara to
McLarnan, though he meet the league-leading
lost the game 10-9, pitched Broncos.
13 2/3 innings, striking at
Before the Santa Clara
eight batters. The Wolf game, the players were
Pack jumped on him in the feeling confident about
first few innings, but he their chances against the
hung on until the 13th, until Broncos.
a combination of hits and
"We’re going to give
errors spelled his doom.
them a game, three
"He didn’t have his games," said McLarnan.
rhythm until after the third "We’ll take it from them."
inning," Menges said of
Well, the Spartans
McLarnan
afterward. didn’t take it from the
"Then, he could vision Broncos, but after Friday
what he wanted to do. Our night’s performance from
guys just kicked the ball pitcher Ken Rebiejo and
around."
some good offense from the
During the next week, Spartan hitters, it made
the Spartans were beaten one think that they might.
by Cal State-Hayward, but
The Spartans beat the
the next weekend they Broncos and their star

But the dream of wet from the rain that fell
sweeping
ended
on that week, McLarnan
Saturday as the Broncos recorded his first win of the
swept the Spartans. A season. However, it was to
couple of Spartan errors be his only win.
contributed to the losses.
Their victories over
After losing two of
Portland State and Oregon
three to St. Mary’s the
State were not lived long as
following weekend, the
the Spartans ended the
Spartans hosted Portland year
losing two of three to
State. In that series, the
Nevada-Reno, three in a
Spartans took two of three,
row to Santa Clara, two of
highlighted by Kolstad’s
three to St. Mary’s, three to
three-hit shut-out. He had a
the last place USF Dons,
no-hitter ruined in the sixth
and three to powerful
inning.
Fresno State, 9ne of the
Next on the schedule
hottest teams in the nation.
was Oregon State. In a
Thus, the disastrous
game which had to be
played on the Spartans’ 1982 SJSU baseball season
practice field because ended as it began...on a
/
Municipal Stadium was too losing note.

si
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW
LONG DISTANCE RATES.

Things picked up a
little the next weekend as
the Spartans took two of
three from Nevada-Reno.
However, not everything
was happy as catcher Steve
Friend, the team leader in
home runs with six, broke
his wrist in the first game
of the series and was lost
for the year.
Impressive
performances against the Wolf
Pack were turned in by
pitchers Ron Kolstad and
John McLarnan. Kolstad
was brilliant as he scattered seven hits in beating
the Wolf Pack, 5-1.
"I tried to mix it up,"
Kolstad said. "’I kept the

OPI
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,-DATA EifiNad
Where can you get . . .
Merlin
Doubletime Printer
32K Ram Card AT
Galactic Chase AT cass
Keypad AP
Magic Window
Micro Modem II
Howardsoft Tax Preparer
Okidata Printer 82a
80
World Builders
Diskette Holder 51/4"
Norad
FOLLOW THE STAR

$45.00
$110.00
$100.00
$18.00
$130.00
$50.00
$269.00
$100.00
$475.00
$325.00
$25.00
$12.00 Swashbuckler
$28.00 Thief
Snack Attack
Sup’R’Mod II
Basic Faster Better Disk
All Big 5 cass
The widest selection of
Snake Byte
Electric Duet
Software for Atari, Apple,
Metal Printer Stand
TRS-80, PMC, CP/M, NEC,
Diskette Binder
Xerox 820, etc. *
Leather Diskette Case
AND . we buy and sell used equip. too. NEC PC8001A

NorthStar 1.1

DATA BANH STORES

NEC
PC-8000
Series

From Oakland International Airport

$24.00
$22.00
$22.00
$24.00
$15.00
$10.00
$22.00
$22.00
$22.00
$25.00
$18.00
$725.00

Prices good thru May 31.

Where price is not a dirty word.
Campbell at 394 E. Campbell Ave.
Fremont at 3820 Peralta Blvd.
Sacramento at 4544 Auburn Blvd.

No matter how hard you look, you won’t find a better way
to jet coast to coast. Roomy wide-body jets. Good meals.
Great service. Daily flights.
See your travel agent or call World Airways at
(415) 577-2500 or (800) 772-2600. Ask about our new children’s fare for family travel.
MAP.

NEW YORK / NEWARK

$139
,),.,$1139

WASHINGTON/BALTIMORE

Om. W.

BOSTON

yed soyenwes Yus,re,

One VVriy

nange eel!,

$139

eyt,e seat, ale ere.tee

4114ORLD

Hof

We save you money on the long runs.
370-01991100m,
(415) 790-1079
(918) 4116-19911

Ay

Pa90

9
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continued from page 4
Sally paces slowly around the apartment, carefully
shifting her weight from foot to foot while she talks. Her
face is expressive, her skin rosy, her hair soft-looking and
coiffured. She likes to laugh. She likes to make others
laugh.
"This thing is no good to me," she said referring to
her useless right arm. "We’re going to cut it off and send it
to the soup kitchen." She smiles broadly.
In the seniors-only apartment building she lives in,
dinner is being served in the dining room eight floors
below. She said she doesn’t want dinner. She pulls at the
waist band of her pants and admits they are getting too
tight.
She said she doesn’t like "visiting" as much as she
likes workin , but she has been working all day. She keeps

"1 don’t know why they put up with me there, but they on,- she recalled, with a smile. And that was how at 62,
do," she said. "If there’s work at the Heart, I’m really Sally moved to San Jose.
happy. But if there isn’t I don’t get nasty. 1 got over that."
Sally doesn’t feel sorry for herself, but the frustration
But for all her spunk, her charm, her wit, her smiles of being unable to write, drive or play the piano is evident.
is Sally happy in her studio apartment with the
She told how on Mother’s Day when she was visiting her rnagnificant view and the stacks of papers waiting to be
son Paul, she wanted to go outside, but a step leading to typed?
the backyard was too high for her.
"As much as I can be," she said. "Nobody in this
"He had to grab me and practically carry me," she condition can be truly happy, but if you don’t have a sense
said. "It’s so frustrating at times, you want to give up."
of humor, you’re dead."
Sally was born and raised in Chicago, she has been
She said her philosophy on life, is to do the best you
separated from her husband for 40 years. Ten years ago, can while you’re here. You’re not going to be here long."
her son decided to move to California.
"Of course," she added, her blue eyes flashing with
"I said, ’I want to go, too’ and he said. ’Put your hat humor, "I’m closer to the end than you are "

talking.
"I don’t have anything to do with doctors," she said.
They don’t amount to a hill of beans. All they want is
your money." She said she takes no physical therapy
because she doesn’t have the time or the money.
"I’ve been to them all and all they do is hold out their
hand," she said, adding that one doctor she had, "would
take my blood pressure, say ’You’re doing fine’ and then
say ’Seventeen doilars please.’
"He didn’t tell me what to do to help myself."
Instead, Sally helps herself. Her friend got her the job
typing at the Heart Association to pull her out of the
depression she was in after the stroke. She likes her work
there.

MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENINGS

Far quick and convenient servi,e,,

Word Processing

s

SANpwicvqacross om speec an drama

Express
296-7444

246-3662

Secretarial Service
Term Papers
Resumes/ Reports
*Special Projects
Call Kay Atkinson

1200 San Canon
Al lid

Stevens Creak
Al Saratoga

010

WORK FOR BEST
THIS SUMMER

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR DENTAL SCHOOLS

a wide selection of
fresh homemade soups
and light snacks
Open Weekdays
’7-4

’LOANS AVAILABLE *INTERVIEWS BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY

slpti

FT/PT Positions
EXPERIENCED clerical
secretarial/technical.
Best Temperer, Senile.,

226-7879

Immediate Openings Available in Foreign Medical School
Fully Accredited.

1212 El Camino Real
04-1340

For further details and

Or information Coll

Dr. Manley (716) 882-2803

classifieds
ORIGINAL 1923 CLASSIC

Unfurn

one bedroom apt. Must be clean,

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

quiet, and responsible. 1325.00/
single 1375/double First 1 last
TO

DISABLED
children/adults. We train. over

COMPANIONS
THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER.
Community resource center for
information on the military

(I I

draft, nuclear weapons, racism.
sexism, and nulear power. Get
informed,

then

involved.

gel

Open weekday afternoons at 520
S 10th St. San Jose. or call 14061
297 2799. Join us Give Peace a
Chance
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CLUB
at

meets
7 30 p.m.,

to

San

Jose

Council District Three
Tim Fitzgerald June 0th

City

Guadalupe Rrn

For more into, call 277

Union
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SANTA CLARA STABLE HORSES
Great
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$6/hr
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America Parkway 980 1119 or
with

98B 9074 10 percent disc
school ID

ATTN

REGISTRY

551 S

day

2994001 Marr. cple 050/mo.

Pub.

from campus. Access to
trans. 000/mo utilities

included 251 5704
Summer Rental July 1210 Aug. 24.
Santa Cruz mountain home 35
Olin. from SJSU. Spectacular

STUDENTS
STUDY
NEEDED in the Student Union
for Fall Semester. Apply now
and land a job before you leave
tor the summer Starting wage
rate will be at least 13.95 per
hour. Come to the Directors
Oft ire on the Upper floor.
wanted Apply in person.
Restaurant. 565 AN.

and

Microwave

more.

Non

FOR RENT Female. All
Privileges. Family living. Rent
incl uti. equal S2130/month Cull
after 6 p.m. 4440632

ROOM

saunas ping

pong exercise
3200 Payne

time,

knowledge of Japanese
food Apply in person Okayama

Avenue 378 8600
Furnished
STUDIO
0275
unfurnished for one
-person only.
This

Rest 565 AN 6th St.. San JoSe
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runs

all

semester

dos.

computers
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to
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innovative,
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degree

Publishing

evening
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The

Herman

Writing and Editing. Seminars
and
Alto
Palo
in

PART

MAJOR

Wanda

campus

290 0204

Ministry

MAKE
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import style

OWN

Call

8967
REWARD

LOST

SORORITY

PIN

VALUE

PLEASE CALL 277 1352 OR 279
9610

our

FREE

30

office

counselors

Europe. Carribean, worldwide!
Cartier
Send SB
Summer
for
AP
handling
51
Plus

Sacramento CA 95860

FRANKFURT

076911.

HONG

0599,1,
02990w,
KONG
AUSTRALIA I NEW ZEALAND
ID’s,
Plus
St

or
in

Pleasant Hill 415 825 7900.
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OT.

PT.

Ref ,

T

lbs.

WILLOW

App.

SJSU

Grad
II

Selectric

Stud

ACCURATE

280/101 275 9285

Etc

and
personal
typing needs

IBM

TYPING

SUE’S

RESUMES,

term

9042241

Linda in Sunnyvah at 106/ 730
5857
SharRee’s SPEEDY Typing Service
Free Pick Up and delivery 20?/7
discount May June 20 3618/913

papers,

theses,

mss
fast, accurate,
since 1970. IBM corr. selec 361
S. Monroe St. I (Hwy. 17 and
Stun Creek) 246-06360,6299913

Jan 238

business

1408.

TYPING Fast and Accurate. $125
Call
per page. No resumes

fast,

conscientious
Available 7 days a week. IBM
Electronic 736 8910.

your

14041747 8433.

dependable.

processing

4975

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
years experience. Neat, ac
curate.

All formats
Theses,
reSurrieS, reports. dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed So San
JOS, COO K athie at 570,1916

Quality
Experienced and versatile Wed.
pine. Avail larn to floonv. Call
Marcia 266 9448

AUTOMOTIVE
GATOS/ACC. Prof.
Typist.
thesis Exp. IBM wirnemory. II
typestyles id/symbols. Call
Rene from
B6 at 3569214
$1 50/pg dbl. spaced pica
TYPING

THAT’S TOPS
typist 10r term

R adpasses. Tours. Youth Hostel
passes and more Call or come

Papers Santa Clara Area 296
2067

Includes,

3 wks tang lesson.
Hotel. Trips 4 sess orientation
in L.A. Airfare Dept June 21.
U.S.
July 19. Aug.16, Into
Japan Cross Culture Cntr IA

FOR SALE. 1976 9210 DatSun In
xInt cond. New tires. good body
$3100 or b.o. Ph. 209 0961.
STEREO

TONY’S

experienced

SUMMER IN JAPAN 25 days Study
Tour Total program fee S1.833

electronics buying
service, features the finest in
audio, video, and computers at
consumer

SUNNYVALE/VALLCO
TYPING

NOMAD
SALE 55 CHEV
WAGON 6, Vet. Engine 20 30
Cam Muncey 4 speed. 52.000 or
8 0 Ph 263 4568 After aSk for

FOR
ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
Enterprises.
SJSU’s
complete

cost plus. Adele calibration and
by
appl.
For
consulting

IBM

Selectric
lit
Prompt,
neat,
accurati, Reasonably rates 739

priCeS/infO/OrderS call 255 5550.

Tom
FOR SALE classic 69 Buick Riviera
for car bull, needs some body
work $500 Or by ph 277 6726 or

ask for KEN.

0715.

777 11708

Non profit Educational Service/
12131617 2039
Free
season
SORENSEN’S
Your
all
resort in the Sierra Nevada

SCIENCE, MAGIC, AND FRAUD
be
can
but
overlap,
distinguished Knowing which is

Riverralting.
fishing.

which and how they arc used is a
Ron
Resource
living
skill
Robertson is now available by
Appointment only for individuals

t101

bicycling.

Tahoe

For

Close

to

summer!

a griat

SORENSEN’S

editing

IBM

electronic

Prompt. dependable
Alice, 737 0155

Seek and ye shall find in the

Service.

springs

RESORT.

IN THE DAILY

TYPING term papers. etc. Quick
return. St so/pg IBM w/various
type balls. Virginia 227 1035

Highway 08.19161694 2203

or groups. Offices near campus
GCPRV 2928665

Word Processing for all your typing
needs. Fast and dependable,

TYPING

Employer
1987
formation guide

QUALITY
TYPING.
Anything
typed. APA forrnat on request
IBM core selec. III. Located

TRAVEL
SUMMER IN PERU Earn C011egr
credit Visit the ArnarCin. See an Inca
Festival. art treasures in Lima

Attention female vocalist interested
in singing blues, jazz or rock n’
roll Call 293 4584

more

Call

Foreign

Lang

much

and

Hamilton,

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICE
Accurate,
high
quality, deadlines guaranteed
Reports.
theses,
resumes,
research papers.
etc
Work
performed on IBM setectrir i

Dr.
277

2576

Copy service available with
nominal fee. Here is to another
smashing semester! Call 251

HAIL

SPARTAN
TRAVELERS!
Economy travel to fit yOur

listings,

Hawaii getaway from

5942

Discover Europe from
$20100. Our student travel deist

SERVICES

SERVICE
WORD
AND TYPING
TECH Manual prepartoon Irons
rough draft to camera ready No
inh ton birl 11091270 2687

RESIDENCE CLUB
Spacious building with tour
tvard, piano, fireplace. kitchen.
JOSE

linen and housekeeping ServiCe.
color TV. parking, coed
$O to 00 per week,rnonthlY
Discount 10 percent. 202 S 1 Int

4 way
Speakers
Stereo
Home
woofers
11"
splirs
Pioneer
computer designed enclosures

LAKE TAHOE 19161 541 4542 or
544 7031 Ask for Moore’s Manor
New deluxe act For groups nor
10 165 and up-daily smaller units
Available 2b1 from c ions

Sent,

TYPING SI 75/pg
Done
by
experienced
typist
on
iBM
Correcting Selectric Will check
spelling and punctuation. Call
anytime before 10 p.m 2630263
WILLOW GLEN Double
spaced from 51 00/pg resumes
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Ilse, 267 5247, after 1pm.
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done
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Sunnyvale Area
730 1914
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/
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SPECIAL
EUROPE

Pregnancy

Sixth St. 293 09891998 3408

OF

NURSES 293 0111.

Busboy

months rent I 5300 00 sec

and

Student

IN home based bub.
and mang tor

app in sales
nutri metics a

are

Travel agents who specialize in

in

STUDENTS:
work where and when you want
AMERICAN

quiet, and responsible. 13500
single $375.00 double First 1 last

Room for rent New I bd., house
Non smoker female Approx

NURSING

weekdays.

9397

Excel

Apply
Japanese
cuisine
person. MOAN 6th St. S.J.

facial

1923 CLASSIC Unfurn.

needed

RESTAURANT COOK with broiler
roper
and kitchen helper to
assist cooks Okavarna Rest

fascinating

an* complimentary
Christine Kelly 226 9181

Purifier

call Jess at 238 1497

"See what Mary Kay Cosmetics can
do tor you " "The Cosmetics
That’s More Than A Cover Up "
as

Hurley
Comm!

in the Student

8585

Full Part

Make money on the
crying need for clean water!
Show
the
popularly
priced

Vote

COME OUT AND JOIN US! The
-Gay
and Lesbian Student Union meets
p.m .
every
Thur
at
8

Wanted.

Time

backpacking, climbing. cycling. .
parties and more

ORIGINAL

one bedroom apt. Most be clean.

People

286 3.644 for free estimate.
WOMEN
MEN,
PROF
TERESTED

Start

2259

Guad
Rm . in the Student
Union Activities include skiing.

community

hrs..

STORE
CLERK
AND GUARD
START 17/11r. Train for PT or
FT position 7 11 STORE 1639 E.
Santa Clara Apply II p.m.

every
in the

ELECT A SJSU GRADUATE and a
70 year resident of the campus

flex

14151 1156-01111 or 964

03.60/hr

SALES

Tuesday

p/t .

to.

months rent I 000.00 sec. 551 S.
Sixth St 2930099/090 3408

FOR
ALL
OCCASIONS and all budgets
Calligraphy and weddings our
sPecially. Call Invitations Ink,

.We

TRAVEL

STUDENT

INVITATIONS

Classified Desk located Outside get

page 10

Monday May 17

............. wimmisism wise. w

THE LAST FAREWELL
A SPARTAN DAILY
DISPLAY AD!

Photo Drivel’
IN MB el Ile MB IM IN a

el a. MI a MI

le

OEN 11 MB IN RIO

IN al MI

Summer
IN IIII 1111 MI le IN el

Cindy.

COLOR PRINT FILM

111).
,till hare your
,lepper.

Financial Aids,

REPRINTS

O

1/2
PRICE
ANY OTHER OFFER

Uee of this coupon insures your Prints on Kodak Paper

I

REPRINT SPECIAL

r

I Your 135, 126, 110 or Disc. Reg.
EA.
1
repi!nt at a special price.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
I
I
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
EXPIRES 5/19/82
PHOTO DRIVE UP
IMO

ICG 110 24
II CG 135 24
I

L

C

SPECIAL

COPIES

MI WM IS

KODAK OR XEROX 30
PHOTO COPIES

2.89
2.99

NO LIMIT

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY PURCHASE
EXPIRES 5/19/82

New

aPHOTO DRIVE UPI=

a

EA.

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
EXPIRES 5/19/82
PHOTO DRIVE UPIn

PASSPORT PHOTOS AVAILABLE AT
ALL PHOTO DRIVE -UP LOCATIONS IN
SAN JOSE AREA
NEW LOCATIONS

1604 STORY ROAD

1 1 th & E. SAN CARLOSPhoto

,Ortlivpe-

A6014

SAN

op.

10i;s4 "

JOSE

I

O

cc
611

STATE

4
4
4
4

.....

...... 41.41

f
B R .,

O

,PHOTO DRIVE UP

!COLOR PRINT FILM SPECIALS
ICG 110 12
2.09

Ron Reagan

ei

EA.
from your neg. or slide
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
EXPIRES 5/19/82

OW ME ENE

MI

INN

.,

I
o
I

a

Use of this coupon insures your Prints on Kodak Paper

5x f

Always.

E

I

ENLARGEMENTS

ENLARGEMENT

0

U

a
I s

DIEVELOPING mem mem in
Use of this coupon insures your prints on odak paper.
Your 135, 126,110 or Disc
film developed and printed
at 1/2 price. Includes 4x6
prints.

"-11

(f)

4

Aw Shucks!
Thanks For The Bucks!

r___.

1..........
1

is almost here,
soon you will not be near,
That enchanting smile,
a figure to beguile,
Yes I shall remember thee,
Because you got an "A"
and I got a

Doug

On your 135, 126, 110 or disc
film developed & printed at
1/2 price. Includes 4x6 prints.
With coupon only.

NOT VALID WITH
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
Expires 5/19/82
-PHOTO DRIVE UP

(111(1

1 et ’S

Developing Special

PRICE

1992

wwmowommIIIIIMweil

wissossmma

11

I

aK

o
11

II
11

See You Next Semester,

\ Dudley Moorhead

I
I

v.O

I
a

D

11

ofr’

It’s Too bad,
Oh So Sad
k When Counting To Ten
Brings You Back Again!

......eSs!..5.9ee,.....,,,s,...-,,,,,,,...,....s.,?...e.of...sr.-,

-,...."..

V

A.

For u beAt .1nood. Owl l000lsomp
food chec4er, or vour

.

i1111’Orde

outfit.

FOR MORE INFORM-1770Ni GO TO JC - 207
DE.-1DLI1VE IS .3:30 pm TUES. MA1 18TH

825MOREBATE
On your College Ring

9

E. SAN CARLOS
Photo Drive-Up

3 MODELS
STARTING
FROM

Exciting new KODAK alSC Cameras

Are Here!
=de
Kodak
ti=a0

KODAK aisc
(loco (torso

$49"

KODAK aiSC
8000 Camera

KODAK alSC 6000 Camera

SANTA CLARA

CAMPBELL

CAMBRIAN

Corner of Winchester Parr
in front of Park Vasona Liquors
886-7050

1888 Camden Ave at Leigh
559-0400
1357 Kooser
at Blossom Hill Rd.
1 HOUR SERVICE
448-7550

Lawrence Square Shopping Center at
Lawrence Expyry
El Camino in front of Safeway
249-0952

EAST

cornerVoillfanbarro annCde&ithazas
248-8271

CUPERTINO
1375 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd
Near Prospect
1HOUR SERVICE
725-8180

1476 white Rd
258-8732
3098 Alum Rock
at White Rd
258-9388
Piedmont at Sierra
258-8630
1604 Story Rd
259-1750
7 Hr Service

LOS ALTOS
999 Fremont Ave at Foothill Error,’
(415)949-1311

LOS GATOS

Corner of Los Gatos Blvd 8
Blossom Hill Rd next to Food Villa
356-4161

MILPITAS Area
Berryessa Photo. Capitol at
Berryessa in Alpha Bela Center
I HOUR SERVICE
258-8250

SAN JOSE
Almaden
corner of Almaden Expwy
and Branham (Food Villa Ctr
448-3030
IIII IN el

IM II IN

SANTA CLARA

SARATOGA Area
1375 Saratoga-Sunnyvale
near Prospect
725-8186
I HOUR SERVICE
Saratoga Ave , Prospect
in !Font of Saratoga Lanes
3 HOUR SERVICE
257.2922

SUNNYVALE

2271 The Alameda
West of Hhvay 17
243-8575

F Camino at Hollerme,
1HOUR SERVIC1
733.5865

See the Jostens’ Display at
’

NORTH BERRYESSA
Berryessa Photo, Capitol 8
Berryessa in Alpha Bets Center
1 HOUR SERVICE
2511-8250

We ow
Kodak paper.

West
Winchester and Payne
378-2828
Saratoga Ave and Prospect in
front of Saratoga Lanes
3 HOUR SERVICE
252-2922

fora good look.

Willow Glen
Lincoln at Willow
MMMMM

W In

293-7341
MI NI MB

loom_ 6pr,,
Rebate offered May’ i728 Only.

MMMMMMMMMM

1 HOUR

,’3 HOUR

Color Print Film
Developing

Color Print Film
Developing

AVAILABLE AT INDICATED STORES
55501

MI

7 HOUR
ColOr Print km

Developing

SPARTAN
BOOK STOR

I

6364

SPARTAN SHOPS el INC .

Graduation Center Opens:
*May 11*
GBachelor’s GRegalia - s12.95
GMaster’s GRegalia -826.95
(Complete Setsr-

k

